Introduction {#s1}
============

Population regulation is key to the understanding of evolutionary processes, ecosystem health and biodiversity. Population dynamics can depend on the fitness of individual population members, and in turn, individual fitness can depend on population density [@pone.0091503-Schoener1]. This negative feedback between population density and individual fitness might have several causes that can act simultaneously within a population [@pone.0091503-Stelzer1]. At high population densities, animals basically encounter double trouble: they might suffer from intraspecific competition for resources and not considering space as a resource, from negative interference between individuals regardless of resource availability, referred to as crowding. Competition, together with overexploitation of resources, often results in reduced individual growth, fecundity and survival, thereby limiting population density [@pone.0091503-Miller1]. If delayed feedback processes are involved, this resource-related mechanism might lead to the periodic fluctuations in population density often observed in natural and laboratory systems [@pone.0091503-McCauley1], [@pone.0091503-McCauley2]. Resource limitation as such is suggested to be a primary driver of the manifestation of trade-offs between life history traits [@pone.0091503-Stearns1], [@pone.0091503-Roff1], which might constrain the evolution of these traits.

Individual organisms are able to adapt to resource shortage and to some extent resist competition-induced starvation by exhibiting a repertoire of life history or physiological plasticities. This might include variations in traits such as offspring size [@pone.0091503-Glazier1], [@pone.0091503-Marshall1], [@pone.0091503-Allen1], morphological changes [@pone.0091503-Lampert1], and the reduction of energy expenditure or changes in energy allocation [@pone.0091503-Kooijman1]. Similarly, crowding can lead to reductions in somatic growth [@pone.0091503-Hazlerigg1], increased mortality [@pone.0091503-Preuss1] and reduced larval fitness [@pone.0091503-Brand1]. Alterations in crowding-related fitness can be a result of direct interference among individuals [@pone.0091503-Post1] or chemicals released by individuals [@pone.0091503-Seitz1], [@pone.0091503-Goser1]. Crowding-mediated density-dependence has been suggested to play an important role in stabilising population dynamics in enriched environments [@pone.0091503-Kirk1] and in population responses to abiotic stressors [@pone.0091503-Moe1], [@pone.0091503-Semlitsch1].

Resource-related and crowding-related mechanisms have usually been investigated separately. However, elucidating how different mechanisms act at the level of individual organisms and how mechanisms interact at the population level is essential for understanding the regulation of population size and for predicting population responses to anthropogenic alterations in the environment. Here, we use the water flea *Daphnia magna* as a case study to explore how resource-related adaptive plasticity and crowding-related fitness operate independently or together across different biological levels, i.e. individual organisms and populations. *Daphnia* species are widely distributed in all (freshwater) parts of the world. Due to their filter-feeding efficiency and their role as a food source for other invertebrates and fish, daphnids are important components of freshwater food-webs [@pone.0091503-Lampert2], [@pone.0091503-Dodson1]. Moreover, the genus of *Daphnia* is one of the best-studied taxa in ecology [@pone.0091503-McCauley1], [@pone.0091503-McCauley3] and is sensitive to a wide range of chemicals, making them important test organisms in ecotoxicology [@pone.0091503-Wogram1]. To cope with conditions of low resource availability, daphnids can increase their feeding rates [@pone.0091503-Lampert1] or change life history strategies as a result of changing energy allocation within the body [@pone.0091503-Guisande1]. Isolated daphnid individuals were observed to change their filtering limb beat rate [@pone.0091503-Plath1] and the size of filtering limbs [@pone.0091503-Pop1] in response to food shortage. This immediate response might be followed by a slower morphological response within a population resulting from the replacement of individuals [@pone.0091503-Pop1]. For crowding, the presence of conspecifics was found to depress feeding and (possibly as a result) to reduce growth and reproduction [@pone.0091503-Seitz1], [@pone.0091503-Goser1], [@pone.0091503-Burns1], [@pone.0091503-Burns2]. Crowding-related behavioural changes and morphological alterations, such as reduced tail spine length and increased mortality have also been reported [@pone.0091503-Burns2], [@pone.0091503-Goser2]. In *D. magna*, crowding was found to induce a life-strategy shift by intra-specific interaction [@pone.0091503-Cleuvers1]: at high densities and sufficient food supply, daphnids produced fewer but larger neonates compared to non-crowded mothers; these larger neonates showed higher individual fitness, i.e. they contained more lipids and were able to resist starvation to a greater extent than offspring produced in non-crowded controls. Based on their observation of multiple generations, Cleuvers et al. [@pone.0091503-Cleuvers1] proposed high population density as a proximate factor mediating life history alterations observed at conditions of resource limitation.

In this study, we focused on six hypotheses concerning how resource-related adaptive plasticity and crowding can affect individual life history and population dynamics. In response to resource shortage, daphnids might: 1) increase their filtration rate, 2) change energy allocation within the body or 3) adapt both filtration rate and energy allocation. Under crowding conditions, an individual's fitness might be changed due to 4) feeding interference resulting in decreased filtration rate, 5) increased maintenance costs as a result of density stress, behavioural or morphological changes or 6) a combination of decreased filtration and increased reproductive costs, e.g. due to the production of larger eggs.

Empirically exploring how these different resource- and crowding-related mechanisms affect individual life history, following resource allocation within an organism and testing the significance of isolated mechanisms at the population level is difficult, if not impossible. For extrapolating population-level consequences from individual-level life history variations and for testing different hypotheses, we therefore used an individual-based model (IBM) where *Daphnia magna* individuals are represented by formulations provided by dynamic energy budget (DEB) theory [@pone.0091503-Kooijman1]. This theory provides first-principle rules for the uptake and utilisation of energy and is, due to widespread empirical patterns in metabolic behaviour among many different organisms, expected to cover basically all species [@pone.0091503-Sousa1]. Dynamic energy budget models are particularly suitable to follow the uptake of food and the assimilation of energy into the reserve, which in turn are used for the maintenance, growth and reproduction of individual organisms [@pone.0091503-Kooijman2], and provide a solid basis for cross organisational-level extrapolation [@pone.0091503-Martin1]. Martin et al. [@pone.0091503-Martin1] found that characteristics of population dynamics such as population growth rates and peak densities were well captured by DEB theory. Their initial model, however, failed to reproduce the decline in population size that follows population peak density. The decline phase was addressed by further assumptions of stage dependent mortality related to resource availability. Our model exceeds the approach by Martin et al. [@pone.0091503-Martin1] by an integration of the standard DEB model [@pone.0091503-Kooijman2] with formulations of body-size scaling of starvation resistance [@pone.0091503-Gergs1]. In addition, for cross-level testing, each of the above hypotheses is represented by a sub-model in our IBM. At the level of individual organisms, we tested how well the different sub-models describe somatic growth and reproduction in *D. magna* under different conditions of resource availability and population density. At the population level, we evaluated how well laboratory population dynamics are predicted by the different sub-models that were parameterised using individual level data.

Systematically testing resource- and crowding-related hypotheses at the level of the individual organism and population level revealed that only operating different hypotheses together enabled accurate model predictions of *D. magna* population dynamics and size structure. Our study provides an example of how different hypotheses can be formulated based on first principle rules of metabolic organisation and how individual-based population models can facilitate hypothesis testing across different levels of biological organisation.

Materials and Methods {#s2}
=====================

Model Description {#s2a}
-----------------

For hypothesis testing, we used an IBM, where *Daphnia magna* individuals are represented based on DEB theory [@pone.0091503-Kooijman1]. At the individual level, our model quantitatively describes rates at which energy is assimilated from food and allocated via a reserve compartment to maintenance, structure and the reproductive system ([Figure 1](#pone-0091503-g001){ref-type="fig"}). During the course of time, if supplied with sufficient food, an individual increases in structure, i.e. grows, matures and when it reaches puberty, maturation stops and reproduction starts. At the population level, modelled individuals compete for food and space, whereby similar to real life, population dynamics emerge from individual-level properties and interactions. A detailed description of the model, the underlying variables as well as the source code (implemented in Delphi XE2, Embarcadero Technologies San Francisco, USA, 2011), is provided in the [Supporting Information S1](#pone.0091503.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. An extensive derivation of DEB theory has been published by Jager [@pone.0091503-Jager1], whereas discussions on underlying concepts can be found in [@pone.0091503-vanderMeer1], [@pone.0091503-Nisbet1].

![Schematic representation of the DEB model.\
Given parameters are involved in different resource-related and crowding-related hypotheses respectively (see [Table 1](#pone-0091503-t001){ref-type="table"}). For modelling adaption of food ingestion and change in energy allocation, we applied an adaptive plasticity function F (upper right panel) to the respective parameter, where the level of plasticity increases with decreasing scaled reserve density *e* (or rather increasing 1-*e*) beyond a threshold (dashed line). Similarly, we used a stress function s (lower right panel) for modelling crowding effects at increasing population density *d*. More detailed explanations are given in the main text.](pone.0091503.g001){#pone-0091503-g001}

In accordance with the DEB concept of physiological modes of action [@pone.0091503-lvarez1], we considered several options for the effects of resource-related adaptive plasticity and crowding on the acquisition and use of energy from food. Each of our hypotheses is represented by a sub-model within the IBM which changes a model parameter proportional to a certain level of resource-related or crowding-related stress; for an overview see [Table 1](#pone-0091503-t001){ref-type="table"}.

10.1371/journal.pone.0091503.t001

###### Hypotheses for resource-related adaptive plasticity and crowding-related mechanisms.

![](pone.0091503.t001){#pone-0091503-t001-1}

  No.                                                       Description                              Parameters          Equations
  ------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------- ----------------------
  H~0~                              No resource-related plasticity, no crowding-related stress           --                  --
  *Resource-related hypotheses*                                                                                    
  H~1~                                               Filtration rate increased                       {*F~X~* }          eq. 1, eq. 2
  H~2~                                               Energy allocation changed                          *κ*             eq. 1, eq. 3
  H~3~                                Filtration rate increased and energy allocation changed      {*F~X~* }, *κ*   eq. 1, eq. 2 & eq. 3
  *Crowding-related hypotheses*                                                                                    
  H~4~                                               Filtration rate decreased                       {*F~X~* }          eq. 4, eq. 5
  H~5~                                              Maintenance costs increased                     *k~M~, k~J~*        eq. 4, eq. 6
  H~6~                             Filtration rate decreased and cost for reproduction increased                    eq. 4, eq. 5 & eq. 7

Model parameters that are assumed to be affected and equations that are involved are additionally listed. See [Table 3](#pone-0091503-t003){ref-type="table"} for parameter descriptions.

For plasticity sub-models, we assumed that *Daphnia* individuals might adapt to conditions of low food by either increasing their filtration rate or by changing the rule for energy allocation within the body, or via both increased filtration and changed energy allocation. We moreover assumed that adaptive processes depend on the amount of reserve stored in the organism and relate the filtration rate and the amount of energy allocated to soma, to the scaled reserve density, *e* (which can have values between 0 and 1). Therefore, plasticity starts when the scaled reserve density drops below a threshold density. To obtain a positive relationship between plasticity and reserve, we used the "one minus" scaled reserve density (1-*e*) and accordingly, a threshold for plasticity of 1-*e~0~* in the formulation of the threshold function *z~e~*:

The threshold function, multiplied by a factor for adaption, indicates the level of plasticity *F* on a model parameter as described below (see also [Figure 1](#pone-0091503-g001){ref-type="fig"}).

In our first hypothesis (H~1~), we assume that daphnids adjust their filtration rate in response to resource shortage. In *Daphnia*, mechanical sieving is the dominant process of food intake, with filtering limbs retaining suspended food particles that are larger than the mesh size of the filters [@pone.0091503-Gophen1]. In the presence of food, increasing the filtration rate leads to an increase of the feeding (ingestion) rate. Two previously observed processes thus formed the basis for the formulation of hypothesis H~1~∶1) starved daphnids were shown to almost immediately adjust their filtration rate after addition of food by increasing their appendage beat rate [@pone.0091503-Plath1], and 2) daphnids are able to increase ingestion by adapting the size of filter-screen areas to changes in food availability with a lag-time equal to inter-moulting periods [@pone.0091503-Pop1]. As an approximation, we combined these two processes and assumed that the filtration rate is updated on a daily basis, depending on the amount of reserve stored in the body. Therefore, the scaled filtration rate {*F~x~*} was assumed to increase linearly with decreasing scaled reserve density, *e*, below the threshold, or rather increase with increasing 1-*e* beyond the threshold of 1-*e~0~* (see eq. 1). The increase in filtration rate then depends on a factor for adaptive plasticity {*f~a~*} and the animal structural surface area L^2^, which is a reasonable assumption as the size of filter-screens was found to depend on body size [@pone.0091503-Lampert1]. The actual scaled filtration rate is then given by [equation 2](#pone.0091503.e003){ref-type="disp-formula"}:

In hypothesis H~2~, we follow the observation of Guisande and Gliwicz [@pone.0091503-Guisande1] that somatic growth increased while reproductive output decreased, together with decreasing environmental food concentrations. Within the DEB scheme, partitioning of energy follows the κ-rule, assuming that a portion κ of the mobilized reserve is used for somatic maintenance and growth, while the remaining fraction 1- κ serves for maturity maintenance, maturation and reproduction. A switch in the energy allocation toward soma (increasing κ) can explain the above life history shift, because increasing κ allows for increased growth, and at the same time the fraction of reserve mobilized for maturation and reproduction is reduced. In H~2~, we therefore assumed that the fraction of energy allocated to soma, κ, increases if food is scarce or absent (and as a consequence 1- κ decreases). Similar to the filtration rate formulation above, we assumed that κ changes with the one-minus-the-scaled-reserve density (1-*e*) beyond the threshold for plasticity (1-*e~0~*), proportional to the tolerance scaled reserve density *e~T~*. The value of κ is limited to a maximum of 1 (eq. 2):

In our formulation of hypotheses H~3~, both adjustment of filtration rate (eq. 1) and changed energy allocation (eq. 2) act simultaneously.

For modelling crowding-related fitness, we introduced a stress function *s~d~* that indicates the level of stress on a model parameter caused by population density *d~P~* (eq. 3).

The stress level, therefore, increases in a linear way beyond the no-effect population density *d~0~* ~,~ proportional to the tolerance density, *d~T~*. This is a modification of the stress function used in ecotoxicology, where the stress level increases in proportion to the toxicant concentration [@pone.0091503-Jager2]. The stress function was subsequently applied to the different parameters in accordance with the respective hypotheses. As a consequence, we assumed that all individuals in a given population are equally affected by crowding (in contrast, the plasticity hypotheses are related to the reserve status of the individual, which can vary among individuals). In hypothesis H~4~, we assumed that the filtration rate decreases at high densities (eq. 4), whereas in hypotheses H~5~, high densities were assumed to increase costs for somatic maintenance *k~M~* and maturity maintenance *k~J~* (eq. 5). In H~6~ (eq. 4 and eq. 6), we hypothesised that filtration rate is decreased and that the production costs of a single egg is increased (i.e. reflecting that daphnids might produce larger eggs at high population densities [@pone.0091503-Cleuvers1]). Since an individual only has a certain amount of energy available in its reproduction buffer, increased costs for single eggs will result in smaller clutch sizes.

DEB models describe an individual based on state variables of structure, reserve and maturity. Structure and reserve both contribute to biomass (whereas maturity specifies the developmental status only), whereby only structure requires maintenance and only reserve fuel metabolic processes [@pone.0091503-Jager3]. Because of their rather abstract nature, none of these state variables can be measured directly, however, they link to observable traits such as body size or time to first reproduction. Accordingly, most model parameters are not directly observable, but can be estimated from empirical response variables such as feeding rate, assimilation rate, growth, reproductive output and survival (for a discussion, see [@pone.0091503-Jager1]). For parameter estimation, we first fitted feeding and assimilation sub-models (see [Supporting Information S1](#pone.0091503.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) to experimental data for filtration rate, functional response and assimilation rate. With fixed parameters for feeding and assimilation, we simultaneously estimated parameters for reserve dynamics, growth, reproduction (see [Supporting Information S1](#pone.0091503.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and adaptive plasticity (eq. 1, eq. 2) using data for size-at-age and cumulative reproduction for different food levels. Thereafter, we derived ageing and survival parameters (see [Supporting Information S1](#pone.0091503.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) based on data for starvation and survival under high food conditions. Finally, we estimated crowding parameters (eq. 3) used in the different hypotheses (eq. 4-- eq. 6) from observations of size-at-age and cumulative reproduction for daphnids that were kept at different population densities and supplied with (close to) *ad libitum* food. As mortality decreased the population density during the course of the original experiment, we used survival data as input variables for the model fit.

We applied the simplex method as developed by Nelder and Mead [@pone.0091503-Nelder1], using weighted least squares [@pone.0091503-vanderMeer1] as criteria for estimating parameters related to energy uptake, reserve dynamics, growth and reproduction, and maximum likelihood [@pone.0091503-Jager4] for the estimation of survival parameters. For the evaluation of model performance, we used the Nash-Sutcliffe model efficiency, NSE [@pone.0091503-Nash1] as an indicator for the goodness-of-fit of individual-level submodels and as a quality measure for the accuracy of model predictions at the population level. The NSE can reach a maximum value of 1 (perfect fit or prediction) and also exhibit negative values, with NSE = 0, meaning that the model is performing as well as the arithmetic mean of the data.

Laboratory Experiment {#s2b}
---------------------

Most individual-level data used for model parameterisation were derived from the literature (see Figure captions). However, in this study, we performed a single experiment for the parameterisation of the starvation submodel and to estimate the dry-weight-to-length relationship. *Daphnia magna* individuals were cultured as described by Siehoff et al. [@pone.0091503-Siehoff1]. For the starvation experiment, 10 medium- (two-week-old) and 10 large- (five-week-old) sized daphnids were randomly selected from the culture and individually kept without any food in test vessels containing 20 mL M4 media [@pone.0091503-Elendt1]. Body size, excluding the spine, was measured under magnification at the start of the experiment. Survival was checked daily and the dry weight (75°C, 24 h) of dead animals was determined. To obtain a length-to-weight relationship for well-fed animals, we additionally measured body length and dry weight of 70 daphnids that were sampled from the culture.

Results {#s3}
=======

The DEB model predicts that growth and maximum size as well as reproduction increase with increased resource availability and food assimilation. A comparison of the model fits with experimental data for somatic growth (size-at-age data) and cumulative reproduction, i.e. the mean number of offspring produced per female during a certain period of time, is provided in [Figure 2](#pone-0091503-g002){ref-type="fig"}. Model fits and data for filtration rate as function of body size as well as ingestion and assimilation of carbon as function of resource availability (carbon density) are shown in [Figure 3](#pone-0091503-g003){ref-type="fig"}. The original experiments for *D. magna* feeding, growth and reproduction were conducted in 500 mL test vessels at flow-through conditions using a flow rate of 360 mL h^−1^ [@pone.0091503-SokullKluettgen1]. Assimilation rates as function of resource density were originally determined in batch experiments by Bohrer and Lampert [@pone.0091503-Bohrer1]. With fixed parameterisation for feeding and assimilation sub-models ([Figure 3](#pone-0091503-g003){ref-type="fig"}), and without any additional assumption of resource-related plasticity (hypothesis H~0~), our model is able to represent size-at-age and cumulative reproduction data for different food levels fairly well ([Figure 2](#pone-0091503-g002){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 2](#pone-0091503-t002){ref-type="table"}). However, when ignoring adaptive plasticity, growth is underestimated for the lowest level of food availability ([Figure 2](#pone-0091503-g002){ref-type="fig"} c, d). Assuming a higher filtration rate (hypothesis H~1~) can account for this difference between the observed growth and the model fit based on the null hypothesis. Therefore, an increase in the related parameter, i.e. the filtration rate adaptive plasticity factor, can lead to an increase in maximum size ([Figure 2c](#pone-0091503-g002){ref-type="fig"}). A value for the filtration rate adaptive plasticity factor of {*f~a~*} = 10 means, for instance, that a daphnid with a body length of 1.7 mm and a scaled reserve density of e = 0.5 (corresponding to an assimilation rate of 0.006 mgC d^−1^ if food availability is constant) would be able to double its ingestion rate. A factor of {*f~a~*} = 65 described size-at-age data for low food conditions well ([Table 2](#pone-0091503-t002){ref-type="table"}), although it overestimated initial growth ([Figure 2](#pone-0091503-g002){ref-type="fig"} c). Another option of adaptive plasticity might be that daphnids increase the fraction of energy allocated to soma, κ under low food conditions (hypothesis H~2~). However, increasing κ to a maximum possible value of 1 (meaning that all energy is allocated to growth and somatic maintenance) only marginally increased growth at low food availability and did not provide an adequate model fit ([Figure 2](#pone-0091503-g002){ref-type="fig"} d). Simultaneously assuming an increased filtration rate and altered energy allocation (hypothesis H~3~) led to an increased resource assimilation and subsequently to a larger amount of reserve that can be allocated to somatic maintenance and growth (although the allocated fraction is the same). Increasing filtration by a factor of {*f~a~*} = 10.4 (≈ doubling the ingestion rate for the case of a 1.7 mm daphnid, see above) and increasing the fraction of energy allocated to soma (κ), compared to the 'baseline' κ = 0.678, resulted in a high model efficiency for adaptive plasticity ([Table 2](#pone-0091503-t002){ref-type="table"}) and overall reflected the size-at-age and cumulative reproduction data well ([Figure 2](#pone-0091503-g002){ref-type="fig"} a, b). Parameter descriptions and values for the model fit according to the H~3~ hypothesis are given in [Table 3](#pone-0091503-t003){ref-type="table"}.

![Somatic growth and reproduction under different food conditions (mg carbon) in flow-through systems.\
Somatic growth was measured as increase in body length (excluding spine) during the course of time whereas cumulative reproduction is given as mean offspring number produced per daphnid during a certain period of time (data from [@pone.0091503-SokullKluettgen1]). A and B: total data, model fit based on hypothesis H~3~; C: low food for different values of filtration adaptive plasticity factor ({*f~a~*}, hypothesis H~1~); D: low food for different values for κ (hypothesis H~2~); solid lines represent modelled growth and reproduction considering resource-related adaptive plasticity; dashed lines in C and D represent model without plasticity (hypothesis H~0~).](pone.0091503.g002){#pone-0091503-g002}

![Feeding and assimilation.\
A: Filtration rate as a function of daphnid body length, measurements excluding spine, B: ingestion rate as function of algal resource density and c) assimilation rate per unit of *Daphnia* dry weight as function of resource density; data in A and B from [@pone.0091503-SokullKluettgen1], data in C extracted from [@pone.0091503-Bohrer1].](pone.0091503.g003){#pone-0091503-g003}

10.1371/journal.pone.0091503.t002

###### Performance of different hypotheses.

![](pone.0091503.t002){#pone-0091503-t002-2}

                       Individual-level data                    Population-level data                     
  ----------- ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- --------- --------
  H~0~                         0.691                                    0.957                    −0.063    0.974
  H~1~         0.968[\*](#nt103){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.980[\*](#nt103){ref-type="table-fn"}   −14.796   −0.216
  H~2~                         0.693                                    0.949                    −0.295    0.975
  H~3~                         0.975                                    0.983                     0.307    0.937
  H~4~                         0.974                                    0.861                    −2.606    0.791
  H~5~                         0.995                                    0.925                     0.420    0.989
  H~6~                         0.995                                    0.933                     0.621    0.985
  H~3~+H~4~                     n.a.                                     n.a.                     0.207    0.908
  H~3~+H~5~                     n.a.                                     n.a.                     0.736    0.987
  H~3~+H~6~                     n.a.                                     n.a.                     0.832    0.970

Nash-Sutcliffe model efficiency (NSE) of sub-models representing different hypotheses (H~0~--H~6~, see [Table 1](#pone-0091503-t001){ref-type="table"}) for individual-level data and total population abundance at high and low resource availability, respectively.

\*assuming a filtration adaptive plasticity factor of {*f~a~*} = 65 (see [Figure 2c](#pone-0091503-g002){ref-type="fig"}); n.a.: not applicable.

10.1371/journal.pone.0091503.t003

###### Parameter estimates and confidence intervals (CI) for the individual-based model.

![](pone.0091503.t003){#pone-0091503-t003-3}

  Symbol                               Description                                          Value                        95% CI                Unit
  ------------ ----------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------- ------------------- --------------------
  *α*                       Median of threshold distribution                                0.41                        0--2\*\*              \[−\]
  *β*                        Slope of threshold distribution                                  4                         0--10\*\*           \[d^−1^\]
  δ~M~                              Shape coefficient                       0.54[\*](#nt105){ref-type="table-fn"}         n.e.                \[−\]
  *d~Vd~*                         Density of dry weight                                     0.014                       0--0.048          \[mg mm^−3^\]
  \[*E~G~*\]               Volume-specific cost for structure                              0.00179                  0.00163--0.00195      \[mg mm^−3^\]
  *e~0~*            Scaled reserved density threshold for plasticity                        0.63                       0.55--0.67             \[−\]
  *e~T~*             Tolerance scaled reserve density for plasticity                        0.139                   0.0001\*\*--0.873         \[−\]
  {*F~x~*}                Surface-area-specific filtration rate                             2.97                       2.85--3.10       \[ml mm^−2^h^−1^\]
  {*f~a~*}      Surface-area-specific filtration rate adaptive plasticity                   10.4                        6.3--15.8           \[mm^−2^\]
  *h~a~*                      Ageing acceleration constant                                 0.00029                  0.00008--0.00034        \[d^−2^\]
  *ill*                         Incipient limiting level                                   0.00036                      0--0.342          \[mg ml^−1^\]
  *κ*                          Allocation fraction to soma                                  0.678                     0.612--0.769            \[--\]
  *k~d~*                      Damage recovery rate constant                                 0.09                        0--0.834            \[d^−1^\]
  *k~J~*                  Maturity maintenance rate coefficient                             0.969                     0.913--1.051          \[d^−1^\]
  *k~M~*                  Somatic maintenance rate coefficient                              1.599                     1.453--1.739          \[d^−1^\]
  *k~R~*                         Reproduction efficiency                    0.95[\*](#nt105){ref-type="table-fn"}         n.e.                \[--\]
  *L~i~*                  Initial volumetric structural length                            0.0000001                       n.e.                \[mm\]
  *ϖ~d~*                 Contribution of reserve to body weight                              1.6                         0--7.8               \[--\]
  {*p~Am~*}          Surface-area-specific maximum assimilation rate                       0.0145                    0.0117--0.0164     \[mg mm^−2^d^−1^\]
  *p~Xmin~*                  Minimum assimilation efficiency                                0.54                       0.27--0.92             \[−\]
  *p~Xmax~*                  Maximum assimilation efficiency                                0.95                       0.71--1.00             \[−\]
  *s~G~*                        Ageing stress coefficient                                   0.40                       0.31--0.51             \[−\]
                                     Cost of an egg                                         0.089                    0.0826--0.0964        \[mm^2^ d\]
                                Scaled maturity at birth                                    0.012                     0.007--0.017         \[mm^2^ d\]
                               Scaled maturity at puberty                                   0.20                       0.17--0.23          \[mm^2^ d\]
  *v*                              Energy conductance                                       0.825                     0.770--0.874         \[mm d^−1^\]
  *X~K~*                        Half saturation constant                                   0.00022                    0--0.001\*\*        \[mg ml^−1^\]

Parameter estimation was based on the submodel representing the combined adaptive plasticity hypothesis (H~3~).

\*fixed according to [@pone.0091503-Kooijman1]; \*\*limit set in parameter estimation; n.e.: not estimated.

Model fit (for hypotheses H~6~) and experimental data [@pone.0091503-Goser2] for growth and cumulative reproduction at different crowding conditions are shown in [Figure 4](#pone-0091503-g004){ref-type="fig"}. To obtain different crowding conditions, in the original study, daphnids were kept in 50 mL test vessels individually or in groups of up to 6 individuals at flow-through conditions using high food densities to avoid resource limitation (algae density: 0.001 mgC mL^−1^; flow rate: 30 mL h^−1^) [@pone.0091503-Goser2]. All of the sub-models representing crowding-related hypotheses (H~4~, H~5~ and H~6~) predict that individual fitness decreases with increasing population density and thereby describe size-at-age and cumulative reproduction data fairly well ([Table 2](#pone-0091503-t002){ref-type="table"}). However, assuming a decline in filtration rate and increased reproductive costs (hypothesis H~6~) provided the best representation of the data ([Figure 4](#pone-0091503-g004){ref-type="fig"}). Parameter estimates for the threshold population density *d~0~*, which marks the onset of a crowding-related effect, indicated that in hypothesis H~6~, the filtration rate might be disrupted at high population densities (≥370 daphnids L^−1^), whereas costs for reproduction increase from comparably low densities (≥21daphnids L^−1^). Parameter values for the different crowding-related sub-models are provided in [Table 4](#pone-0091503-t004){ref-type="table"}.

![Somatic growth in terms of body size and cumulative reproduction (mean offspring number per female) for different crowding conditions (daphnids per mL).\
Model fit (lines) is based on the assumption of reduced filtration rate and increased costs for reproduction (hypothesis H~6~); data (circles) from [@pone.0091503-Goser2]; note that in B the data for highest density (white circles) relate to lowest predicted cumulative reproduction; high density reproduction data (at 0.8 mL^−1^) were not included in model parameterisation.](pone.0091503.g004){#pone-0091503-g004}
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###### Parameter estimation for crowding mechanisms.

![](pone.0091503.t004){#pone-0091503-t004-4}

  No.     Parameter affected   *d~0~*   *d~T~*
  ------ -------------------- -------- --------
  H~4~         {*f~x~*}         0.02    0.106
  H~5~           k~J~          0.021     0.29
  H~5~           k~M~           0.15     2.05
  H~6~         {*f~x~*}         0.37     0.95
  H~6~                         0.021     0.59

Two parameters, the no-effect population density *d~0~* \[\# ml^−1^\] and tolerance population density *d~T~* \[\# ml^−1^\], were used in submodels representing different crowding-related hypothesis (H~4~--H~6~).

Variable resource availability e.g. as a consequence of competition and a reduction in food ingestion or increase in maintenance costs due to crowding has consequences for individual survival. Under the assumption that *D. magna* individuals solely fulfil maintenance requirements and cease energy allocation to maturation and reproduction (H~2~ and H~3~) when starved, the model predicts that large individuals resist starvation longer than smaller conspecifics. Survival data and corresponding model fits are shown in [Figure 4](#pone-0091503-g004){ref-type="fig"}. The survival sub-model fits empirical data for both starvation and high food conditions well ([Figure 4](#pone-0091503-g004){ref-type="fig"} a, b). In addition, weight loss during the time course of starvation is well described by the model ([Figure 4](#pone-0091503-g004){ref-type="fig"} c).

We compared model predictions for different hypotheses with independent data [@pone.0091503-HammersWirtz1] of laboratory-scale population dynamics for low and high food conditions ([Figure 5](#pone-0091503-g005){ref-type="fig"}). In the original study, population dynamics were assessed by counting total numbers and numbers for different *D. magna* size classes (see caption [Figure 6](#pone-0091503-g006){ref-type="fig"}) during a period of 42 days. Population experiments were carried out in 900 mL test vessels, starting with five newborn daphnids (\<24h) and three adults, and food (for densities see caption [Figure 6](#pone-0091503-g006){ref-type="fig"}) being added daily on work days and tripled on Fridays [@pone.0091503-HammersWirtz1]. The chosen laboratory data set allows the evaluation of three key features of population dynamics, i.e. initial population growth followed by a peak density and after a phase of down-regulation, by an equilibrium population density. The individual-based model closely predicted initial population growth and initial population size distribution irrespective of the hypothesis applied. For low food conditions, all of the sub-models also make reasonable predictions for peak density and equilibrium population size ([Figure 4](#pone-0091503-g004){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 2](#pone-0091503-t002){ref-type="table"}), with the exception of hypothesis H~1~, where equilibrium density is overestimated by a factor of about three. In contrast, for conditions of high resource availability, leading to higher population densities, none of the single hypotheses representing sub-models is able to predict population total abundance well ([Table 2](#pone-0091503-t002){ref-type="table"}). The null hypothesis overestimates population peak density and underestimates equilibrium population size. Applying the combined adaptive plasticity hypothesis (H~3~) buffers the down-regulation that follows the peak density to some extent compared to H~0~, but generally overestimates population density. Only combinations of resource-related and crowding-related hypotheses (H~3~+H~5~ and H~3~+H~6~) give reasonable predictions of total population abundances ([Table 2](#pone-0091503-t002){ref-type="table"}) and population size structure (see [Figure 5](#pone-0091503-g005){ref-type="fig"}), while simultaneously representing observed individual growth at low food availability. However, applying H~3~+H~5~ sub-models underestimates total population abundance at equilibrium, as indicated by population size structure, due to lower reproduction and lower subsequent survival of intermediate-sized daphnids predicted by this model ([Figure 5](#pone-0091503-g005){ref-type="fig"}).

![Survival and *D. magna* body sizes based on hypothesis H~3~.\
A: Fraction of survivors as function of time of medium- (2.9±0.2 mm) and large- (4.1±0.1 mm) bodied daphnids in the absence of food, B: survivorship for daphnids that were supplied with two different (high) amounts of algal food, C: dry weight as function of physical body length for daphnids that were kept under culture conditions (black dots) or that were starved until death (white dots); dots and lines represent empirical data and model fit respectively; data in A and C this study and data in B published in [@pone.0091503-Preuss1].](pone.0091503.g005){#pone-0091503-g005}

![Population level test of hypotheses.\
Population-level consequences of different hypotheses (see [Table 1](#pone-0091503-t001){ref-type="table"}) are shown for high (1.3 mgC per day and population) and low food (0.5 mgC per day and population) conditions respectively; empirical data (dots) and model predictions (lines) are given for total abundances (population size in total numbers) and abundances (numbers) within three size classes: small \<1.25 mm; medium 1.25--2.10 mm, large ≥2.10 mm; for reasons of clarity, not all hypotheses and combinations are shown; but see summary statistics in [Table 2](#pone-0091503-t002){ref-type="table"}; data from [@pone.0091503-HammersWirtz1].](pone.0091503.g006){#pone-0091503-g006}

Discussion {#s4}
==========

Overall, none of our initial six hypotheses concerning how resource-related adaptive plasticity and crowding-related fitness might cause individual life history variability could alone predict *Daphnia magna* population dynamics well. Instead, a combination of plasticity mechanisms and crowding effects is suggested to play a role in individual life history variation and the regulation of dense populations, which in particular, might occur in nutrient-rich environments. Our results also indicate that adaptive plasticity and crowding play only a minor role in the regulation of the population in conditions of low resource availability.

A general framework for testing how environmental variability affects individual life history is provided by DEB theory (examples are given in [@pone.0091503-Kooijman1]). In the DEB scheme, stress is regarded as a change in one or more energetic parameters that are related to processes involved in the chain of energy acquisition from the environment and its subsequent distribution and use in the organism. These processes include finding and ingesting food, assimilating and incorporating energy into the reserve and subsequently using the reserve for growth, reproduction and maintenance ([Figure 1](#pone-0091503-g001){ref-type="fig"}). This concept of physiological modes of action [@pone.0091503-lvarez1], which was originally developed for toxicity assessment, is basically applicable to different types of stresses that are quantifiable as concentration or density. The concept provides a suite of models that allow an analysis of the consequences of alterations in energy uptake and allocation patterns in response to a stressor. Since animals are regularly exposed to multiple compounds and interactions, it is plausible to assume that a stressor exerts alterations in energy allocation only when the stress level exceeds a certain threshold [@pone.0091503-Jager1]. Beyond the threshold, there will be a change in one or more model parameters corresponding to the respective physiological mode of action. In our resource-related and crowding-related hypotheses, we considered four different modes: changed feeding, changed energy allocation, increased costs for somatic and maturity maintenance and increased costs for reproduction. As predicted by the theory, decreased feeding and increased costs for somatic and maturity maintenance will result in decreased growth and reproduction as well as in prolonged juvenile development; in turn, growth and reproduction can increase with increasing feeding rates. In contrast, increasing the fraction of reserve allocated to soma leads to increased growth, while at the same time decreasing the reproductive output and prolonging juvenile stage duration. Lastly, increasing the costs for reproduction decreases the offspring number, whereas growth and juvenile development remain unaffected. In the following, we will make use of these predictions to discuss individual-level data and cross-level consequences of resource-related adaptive plasticity and crowding-related fitness.

Test of Resource-related and Crowding-related Hypotheses at the Individual Level {#s4a}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For adaptive plasticity, we tested whether increased feeding activity and altered reserve allocation either alone or together (hypotheses H~1~--H~3~) can account for the difference between the observed growth at low food availability and the model fit based on the null hypothesis. Strictly speaking, the concept of physiological modes of actions is not applicable to resource-related adaptive plasticity because there is a negative relationship between food density (or rather the lack thereof) and the physiological or morphological response. We overcame this problem by linking changes in parameter values to the lack of reserves in the organism; the conceptual consequences for energetics are then identical to effects caused by internal toxicant concentrations, for which the concept was originally developed [@pone.0091503-lvarez1]. In filter feeders such as *Daphnia*, the rate of food ingestion depends on a critical environmental food concentration, the incipient limiting concentration [@pone.0091503-McMahon1]. Above the incipient limiting concentration, food intake is constant e.g. due to morphological and digestive constraints, whereas an ingestion rate below the incipient limiting concentration is limited by the maximum amount of water an individual can filter [@pone.0091503-Rigler1]. With immediate behavioural changes on one hand, daphnids can adapt the beat rate of filtering limbs in response to variable environments, such that the filtration rate decreases during starvation and increases after food addition [@pone.0091503-Plath1]. With morphological changes on the other hand, the size of filtering limbs can be adapted to conditions of low food supply, a mechanism that is well known for a range of *Daphnia* species [@pone.0091503-Lampert1], [@pone.0091503-Repka1]. Daphnids can change the size of filtering limbs when moulting, by changing the length of the seta in response to food concentration [@pone.0091503-Pop1]. In contrast to behavioural changes, this long-lasting morphological alteration might explain the increase in individual growth at low food conditions that becomes apparent from the mismatch between growth data and our model prediction based on the no-plasticity hypothesis H~0~ ([Figure 2](#pone-0091503-g002){ref-type="fig"}). For instance, *Daphnia pulicaria* individuals that were kept at low food conditions increased their filter screen area by 41% and thereby almost doubled their ingestion rate, compared to that in high food conditions [@pone.0091503-Lampert3]. Given the relatively low ability of *D. magna* to increase filtering limb size compared to other species [@pone.0091503-Lampert1], assuming a filtration rate adaptive plasticity factor of ∼10 in our model (approximately doubling the filtration rate, see results) is quite optimistic for this species. As only a filtration rate adaptive plasticity factor of 65 provides a reasonable model fit ([Figure 2c](#pone-0091503-g002){ref-type="fig"}), hypothesis H~1~ does not fully account for increased growth at low food conditions. Some evidence shows that *Daphnia* individuals can adapt their energy allocation strategy to conditions of low resource availability [@pone.0091503-Guisande1], a hypothesis that we addressed by applying our H~2~-submodel. Evidence for a change in energy allocation is provided by a study of Bradley et al. [@pone.0091503-Bradley1], where the authors found that in *D. magna*, growth continues but reproduction ceases upon starvation. However, assuming that 100% of the reserve can be allocated to soma does not explain the increased growth that was observed under low food conditions, because the overall amount of energy assimilated by the individual is too low in this model. With increased food ingestion as a result of increased filtration rate due to morphological changes, a daphnid has more overall energy available, which can be allocated within the body. Assuming increased feeding together with an increased fraction of reserve allocated to soma (hypothesis H~3~) can therefore account for the observed growth patterns under all tested food conditions ([Figure 2a](#pone-0091503-g002){ref-type="fig"}). Increasing the fraction allocated to the soma at the same time, means that there is a lower fraction of reserve available for allocation to maturation and reproduction. The reproduction data reveal that the allocation of energy to the reproductive system might not completely cease in the low food conditions used in the experiment, as at least some offspring were produced. As the value of κ reached 1 at this food level, we did not account for this observation in our model.

Crowding effects can be related to population density or to the concentrations of chemicals released by individuals (if they are known). A number of crowding-related life history alterations have been reported, including reduced growth and reproduction as well as increased mortality [@pone.0091503-Seitz1], [@pone.0091503-Goser1], [@pone.0091503-Burns1], [@pone.0091503-Burns2], [@pone.0091503-Goser2]. In our crowding-related hypotheses, we tested whether these alterations might be a consequence of feeding interference (H~4~), increased maintenance costs (H~5~) or a combination of decreased feeding and increased costs for reproduction (H~6~). A reduction in food ingestion as well as an increase in maintenance costs in principle can account for the reduced growth and reproduction that has been observed for increasing *D. magna* population densities ([Figure 3](#pone-0091503-g003){ref-type="fig"}). According to DEB theory, decreased feeding and increased maintenance costs are also associated with delays in maturation, which become apparent as a longer time to first reproduction and were observed for densities above 400 individuals L^−1^ [@pone.0091503-Goser1]. Accordingly, Goser [@pone.0091503-Goser2] did not observe a disruption of feeding rates at lower *D. magna* densities. However, decreased feeding rates in crowding conditions have been reported for several *Daphnia* species [@pone.0091503-Hayward1], [@pone.0091503-Helgen1], [@pone.0091503-Matveev1]. Assuming that the feeding rate in *Daphnia magna* is reduced when population densities exceed 370 individuals L^−1^, our fitted model can account for the pattern observed for the crowding-related reduction in growth and the slight delay in maturation ([Figure 3](#pone-0091503-g003){ref-type="fig"}), but does not explain the full magnitude of the reproductive decline. In contrast, a crowding-related increase in the cost of reproduction would presumably lead to a lower number of produced offspring, whereas growth and maturation remain unaffected. Cleuvers et al. [@pone.0091503-Cleuvers1] found that *D. magna* individuals that were crowded produced larger eggs, resulting in a higher fitness of their offspring. A combination of reduced feeding and increased costs for reproduction that arise from producing larger eggs (H~6~) that are better equipped with reserve can explain the pattern observed for crowding effects on growth and reproduction. A consequence of this hypothesis is that due to crowding, the individual fitness of mother daphnids is reduced, whereas the fitness of their offspring might increase (for further discussions on this life-strategy shift by intra-specific interaction see [@pone.0091503-Cleuvers1]).

Resource-related adaptive plasticity and crowding-related fitness also have consequences for individual survival. If food ingestion decreases, e.g. due to resource depletion in the environment or due to crowding-related feeding interference, an animal is just able to survive at a certain threshold of ingested food and lower food levels will ultimately result in death by starvation. The DEB rules imply that the threshold food density depends on animal length. Therefore, small animals can outcompete larger conspecifics in constant environments, to an extent that is probably not realistic [@pone.0091503-Sousa2]. In natural zooplankton communities, large species usually dominate in the absence of predation [@pone.0091503-Brooks1]. Accordingly, positive relationships between body size and survivorship have frequently been reported to explain intraspecific variation in starvation resistance [@pone.0091503-Gergs1], [@pone.0091503-Threlkeld1], [@pone.0091503-Renault1], [@pone.0091503-Lehmann1]. To overcome this discrepancy, Kearney et al. [@pone.0091503-Kearney1] assumed that required food quality differs between conspecifics of different sizes in a way that favours older individuals. For example, Urabe and Sterner [@pone.0091503-Urabe1] highlighted the importance of food stoichiometry for *Daphnia* life history. Another solution to the problem is to consider survival to be stage-dependent [@pone.0091503-Martin1], [@pone.0091503-Nisbet2]. In our model, we link survival to reserve density via a physiological damage stage. With decreasing food ingestion, the damage increases and survival probability decreases. Upon starvation, energetics solely become a function of reserve dynamics. As in our parameterisation for *D. magna*, larger individuals exhibit slower reserve utilisation relative to smaller animals, and thus can resist starvation longer than their smaller conspecifics. If only considering food quantity, this can explain why a higher mortality in juveniles compared to adults is needed to adequately represent population demography in previous population model approaches [@pone.0091503-Martin1]. In addition, adaptive plasticity can contribute to the competitive strength of larger daphnids in a twofold way. First, adapting filter-screens in relation to body size will enable larger individuals to be more efficient filterers than smaller ones. Second, the increased amount of assimilated energy subsequently allows a larger allocation of reserve towards the soma. In low food conditions, this results in more rapid growth, which can feed back to the individual's efficiency as a filter feeder. In our parameterisation of the starvation model for *D. magna*, an individual is able to survive to some extent, although its reserve has been depleted. This basically implies that upon starvation, a daphnid reduces its energy expenditure or decomposes its structure. However, these processes are not considered in our model. It can be speculated that larger individuals can shrink to greater extents compared to smaller conspecifics, which might also contribute to the competitive strength of larger animals.

Population Level Consequences of Adaptive Plasticity and Crowding Mechanisms {#s4b}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Resource-related life history variations are well documented in the scientific literature [@pone.0091503-Kooijman1], [@pone.0091503-Stearns2], [@pone.0091503-Boggs1] and the question of how these feed back to population dynamics and the stability of consumer-resource interactions is a long-standing issue in ecology. For instance, combined developmental delay and mortality produce certain types of consumer-resource cycles. In theory, for population cycles with small amplitudes, slow juvenile development leads to a developmental delay that is typically longer than the cycle period; whereas for large-amplitude cycles, the cycle period exceeds the developmental delay [@pone.0091503-McCauley4]. For the prediction of population dynamics and consumer-resource interactions, it is thus important to know how responses to environmental changes affect traits such as juvenile stage duration and survival probability.

Within a population, competition for resources is strongest at the carrying capacity of a system, as in general, an increase in population density increases competition for resources [@pone.0091503-Sibly1]. Exceeding the carrying capacity results in starvation-induced mortality (of juveniles), followed by a decline in population size; the probability of death in a post-peak phase is thereby closely related to the oscillation amplitude [@pone.0091503-Goulden1]. The more the population size exceeds the carrying capacity, the larger the subsequent decline might be, which can result in large amplitude cycles for simple predator-prey systems, such as the daphnid-algae system [@pone.0091503-Goulden1]. Similarly, in our simulations for the no-adaption-no-crowding hypothesis (H~0~), exceeding carrying capacity to a great extent was followed by a rapid population decline for high food conditions, whereas the amplitude was smaller for low food simulations ([Figure 4](#pone-0091503-g004){ref-type="fig"}). As resource-related adaptive plasticity can extend starvation resistance especially in larger individuals, the mechanism of filtration adaption and altered reserve allocation buffered the population decline but not the peak population size, as revealed by our H~3~-simulation.

As well as resource-related adaptive plasticity, crowding-related mechanisms can buffer cycle amplitudes in nutrient-rich environments; however, they probably play a minor role in nutrient-poor environments. Assuming increased maintenance costs as a mechanism for crowding-related fitness implies that an increased fraction of reserve is spent on body functioning, whereas a lower fraction is available for growth, maturation and reproduction. Moreover, reserve depletion becomes faster upon starvation. When combined with adaptive plasticity submodels (H~3~+H~5~), increased maintenance costs therefore lead to low peak abundances and high mortality at carrying capacity, overall underestimating population equilibrium size in high food availability conditions. This suggests that either the slope of the response curves (represented by the parameter *d~T~* in the crowding stress function) must be lower, or that other mechanisms are more important.

An alternative model that also predicts population level data well is based on the hypothesis of feeding interference and increased cost for reproduction (H~6~). In this hypothesis, we considered higher costs of egg production to mimic larger eggs being produced under crowding conditions (see above). However, in the model, we ignored the fact that neonates hatching from these eggs are larger and probably better equipped with reserves than individuals produced at lower population densities. Moreover, we largely ignored other factors that might influence egg size. For instance, egg size was shown to increase with maternal size [@pone.0091503-Boersma1] and smaller eggs at high food availability were also observed, but interclonal differences exist [@pone.0091503-McCauley2]. In the initial phase of the population experiments (in [Figure 6](#pone-0091503-g006){ref-type="fig"}), daphnids are relatively small and food is abundant. As smaller offspring size at abundant food is the opposite of the DEB prediction, this can explain why we initially underestimated reproduction and subsequently overestimated the peak abundance of medium-sized daphnids ([Figure 6](#pone-0091503-g006){ref-type="fig"}). The neonates initially produced in our models are probably larger and therefore fitter, than those produced in real life.

The individual-level model fits for H~5~ and H~6~ suggest that mechanisms that underlie the decline in reproduction and growth might operate at different population densities (as indicated by the parameter *d~0~* presented in [Table 4](#pone-0091503-t004){ref-type="table"}). For hypothesis H~6~, this implies that costs for reproduction are increased at relatively low population densities and can therefore play a role in the population regulation in rich as well as in poor environments. In contrast, in the H~3~+H~6~-submodel, feeding interference is 'switched on' at the very peak density of high food simulations, and thus might solely play a role in nutrient-rich environments.

*D. magna* is well known as a cyclic parthenogenic species. In particular, crowding, photoperiod and to some extend food shortage were reported to induce (seasonal) production of males [@pone.0091503-Hobk1], [@pone.0091503-Kleiven1]. In the current modeling approach we only considered asexual reproduction of female daphnids as males were hardly produced in the laboratory settings used in the original studies our model was compared to (see e.g. [@pone.0091503-Cleuvers1]). However, sexual reproduction as well as the production of resting eggs need to be incorporated when e.g. modelling population dynamics under more realistic conditions or exploring the consequence of sexual reproduction, such as recombination, on individual characteristics across several generations.

Implications of the Multiple Hypothesis Approach {#s4c}
------------------------------------------------

This study provides an example of how individual-based population models that are based on first principle rules of metabolic organisation might be used in hypothesis testing across different levels of biological organisation. We made use of the concept of multiple working hypotheses [@pone.0091503-Chamberlin1], with the aim of identifying models that offer plausible approximations of empirical observations. In general, the method is based on the idea that empirical data support one or more *a priori*-defined hypotheses, while providing less evidence for others. In this way, repetitions of the data-gathering and multiple hypotheses-testing process will finally lead to advances in science [@pone.0091503-Burnham1]. We have formulated hypotheses and combinations of hypotheses (models) of different complexity, including a null hypothesis (which is classically not involved in the concept of multiple working hypotheses). The aim was to test the contribution of certain alternative hypotheses to the empirically observed patterns across biological levels of organisation. It can be argued that our process of comparing different hypotheses might be biased by model complexity or the number of parameters involved in the different submodels, including the problem of under- or overfitting models (for a discussion on the model selection problem, see [@pone.0091503-Forster1]). However, our aim was predominantly to test the significance of certain individual-level processes, as discussed in the scientific literature, rather than finding the model that best fits the empirical data. Several methods are available for hypotheses or model selection, including the cross-validation method (for an overview, see [@pone.0091503-Browne1]). The basic principle of cross-validation is to divide empirical data into two subsets, one of which is used for model parameterisation and the other is used for model testing. As individual-based models simulate population dynamics based on individual properties, they offer a natural way of data division for cross-validation: individual-level observations can be used for parameterisation, while the emergent model output can be tested against independent population-level data.

Possible mechanisms underlying population dynamics and not least density dependence, which is a necessary element for the formation of cyclic population fluctuations, have been well described in theoretical terms in text-books [@pone.0091503-Begon1], [@pone.0091503-Ricklefs1]. As exemplified above, various proposed mechanisms of density dependence have been explored independently of each other in controlled laboratory experiments. However, designing experimental approaches to actually explore and test different hypothetical mechanisms of density dependence against each other is not straightforward (for a discussion on experimental designs, see [@pone.0091503-Sibly1]), which is reflected by a limited number of empirical studies in the literature that address this issue (but see [@pone.0091503-Bassar1]). It has been previously suggested to use mechanistic population models to test possible factors that might drive cyclic population dynamics, against field or laboratory data on population fluctuations [@pone.0091503-Kendall1]. However, to our knowledge, the present study is the first attempt to concurrently test several hypotheses on density-dependence mechanisms using different organisational levels for the evaluation of model performance to suggest the most probable mechanism(s). As the modelled population dynamics emerge from the individual-level life-history traits, energy acquisition, energy allocation, and to some degree behaviour, this type of model can be used to generate general insights into the regulation of population dynamics under specific environmental conditions. Such understanding is crucial for the assessment of manmade stressors in the environment, as well as for the management and eventual conservation of populations and thereby biodiversity in ecosystems.
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